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This paper discusses and contrasts different approaches to the construction of dynamic model> 
containing unobservables. It is argued that some analysis is easy IO cam out wing Dynamic 
Factor Analysis (DFA). a frequency domain technique, while other analysis is easier to carry clut in 
the context of a Dynamic Multiple Indicator-Multiple Cause Model (DYMIMIC), a time domain 
technique. An example is presented in which six macroeconomic variables are found to be 
connected by two common factors using DFA. The interpretation of these factors as ‘anticipated’ 
and ‘unanticipated’ aggregate demand is then tested using the DYMIMIC model. This intcrpr :ta- 
tion is strongly rejected. 

I. Introduction 

Uilobservablc index or dynamic factor models were introduced into econom- 
ics through the work of Sargent and Sims (1977) and Geweke (1975). The 
model asserts that all of the dynamic interrelations between a vector of 
economic variables can be explained by a relatively fc number of common. 
unobservable factors or indices. Since their introduction these models have 
generated substantial disagreement concerning their usefulness in analyzing 
economic time series. 

On the one hand, most would agree that these models may be useful for 
short-run forecasting. This agreement stems from viewing the models as 
constrained multiple time series models. As the number of estimated parame- 
ters in unconstrained multiple time series mod& is generally quite large 
relative to sample size, parameter estimates, and to some extent forecasts. are 
imprecise. A factor structure is one way of constraining the number of 
parameters to be estimated. Other constraints, or the use of priors as In 
Litterman (1980). may be more appropriate. 
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Plosser. an arvnymous referee, and the participants of seminars at Harvard and the Ilrubcrsil% of 
Rochester for useful comments on an earlier draft. 
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On the other hand, index models were :introduced not as forecasting models, 
but rather as ways of interpreting dynamic interrelationships between eco- 
nomic variables. It is the interpretation of the models and of the factors 
themselves which has generated the disagreement. Often the unobservable 
factors are given names like ‘nominal aggregate demand’ or * permanent 
income’. Some argue that these are reasonable interpretations of the factors, 
while others [see Klein (1977), Nerlove ~(1981), or Rothenberg (1981)] assert 
that the factors are merely convenient su.mmaries of some features of the data 
and cannot be given economic interpretations. Similar disagreement arises 
when psychologists attempt to interpret factors from intelligence test data as 
‘quantitative ability’ or ‘mechanical aptitude’. 

This disagreement arises, at least in part, because there is no model generat- 
ing the factor, other than unobservable univariate time series models. The 
factors are ide, ltified because we observe :some indicators of the factors. Causes 
of the factors are llot modelled. Engle alnd Watson (1980, 1981) introduce a 
model, which they call a dynamic multiple indicator-multiple cause model 
(DYMIMIC) in which causes can be explicitly incorporated into the unob- 
servable index model.’ The introduction of causal variables not only aids in 
interpreting the factors, the inclusion of these additional variables makes 
parameter estimates more precise and tests more powerful. 

The estimation strategy suggested by Sargent and Sims (SS) and others’ and 
the strategy proposed by Engle and Watson (EW) are quite different. In the SS 
strataigy, frequency domain menhods ,?re used and lag distributions are unre- 
stricted. This allows methods 13sed in standard factor analysis to be easily 
adapted for dymamic factor analysis. The methods used by EW are time 
domain methods based on the state space model, widely used in engineering. 
Their Tnethod allows (in fact requires) tightly parameterized lag distributions, 
which are difkult to incorpor,ate into the frequency domain methods. Of 
course atlything that can be accomplished in the time domain can be accom- 
pli&d in the frequency doma;m and vice-versa. Some analysis, however, is 
easier in the time domain; some is e.asier in the frequency domain. 

The purpose of this paper is to dlemonstrate how these methods may be used 
:~s mmplements. Preliminary analysis is carried out using the methods of SS 
and Gewek and Singleton (1984) and then the methods proposed by EW are 
used to (hopefully) sharpen the estimates and carry out tests involving causes 
of the factors. These tests, we argue below, are important aids for interpreting 
the factors. As a ve-hicle for demonstrating this point we focus on the model 
analyzed by Singleton (198Ob) using frequency domain procedures. Section 2 
briefly describes the statistical model, while section 3 describes the economic 

‘In the terminology of Sargent and Sims the model is a mixed observable-unobservable index 
model. 

*‘kc Geweke (1975, 1977), Geweke and Singleton (1981), and Litterman and Sargent (1979). 



model and the hypothesis to be tested. Section 4 presentfP the estimation and 
hypothesis testing results. The final section co tains some concluding remarks. 

The DYMlMC m ei is a dyn 
described in Zellner (1970) and Gold 
the m&e1 can be written as 

static MIMlC model 
1. In its general form 

where Yl is a p x 1 vector of observed variables. [, is a 1 x 1 vector crf 
unobserved wsriables, Z, is a A- x I vector of ~bs~~~d weak& e*uo,gen 
variables, and E, and U, are disturbance terms. The matrices A( 13). Cc 
I%( B), G( Ip), and H( B) are ffl~t~~ ~lyn~rnia~~ in t ac~~bjft operator. B. 
The vector Y, serves as an indicator of the F;t. and we call eq. 
(2.1) the indicator equation. The vector ZI,‘d-ives’ the 6’s and is u~c~}~eiated 
with c;rrrent and future values of the disturbances c, and 14,. We call the Z,‘? 
causes, and eq. (2.2) the causal equation. 

The SS index models are special ca.ses of ( !.I) and (2.2). ‘Their ~n~~bs~r~a~lc 
index model sets = 6, for all t, so that crnly the indicators are ~~~sc~~d. 
Their observable i i=: 0, for all f, SO that F; is an STBC~ linm= 

combination of obse 
Clearly, the parameters of (2.1) and (2.2) are not ~dentl~~d urlthout f~jrt~~cr 

restrictions. In the unobservable index model A( B) is di 
uneotrelated at ali lads and la , and the elements of c, 3 

leads and lags, i.e., 
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The model can be estimated, and the restrictions tested using a complex 
arithmetic generalization of standard factor analysis. In standard factor analy 
sis a p x p covariance matrix is ‘factored’ into a rank j matrix plus a diagonal 
matrix. In dynamic factor analysis the p x p spectral density matrix is factored 
into a matrix of rank j plus a diagonal matrix at each frequency. When there 
are no constraints across frequencies (i.e., when lag distributions are unre- 
stricted) the estimation and testing can be carried out independently across 
frequency bands. As non-overlapping frequency band estimat.es are asymptoti- 
cally independent, an overall test of the restrictions is easily obtained by 
simply adding up the test statistics (which are x2 random variables) from each 
frequency band. When there are constraints across frequency bands estimation 
and testing become more diffictlt. 

In the time domain, estimating unrestricted or loosely parameterized models 
is difficult as a large number of parameters must be estimated using a 
non-linear maximum likelihood procedure. Tightly parameterized models are 
reasonably easy ito estimate, using for instance the EM procedure suggested in 
Watson and Engle (1983). The method also tizllows the addition of weakly 
exogenous variables, Zf, into the model, so that the general DYMIMIC model 
can be estimated.3 As this is the method used to estimate the model discussed 
below, we brieffry describe it. (For additional details, see the paper by Watson 
and Engle.) 

If we could observe the factors, F,, then it would be straightforward to 
estimate the parameters of the model. Conversely, if the parameters of the 
model were known then standard signal extraction methods could be used to 
estimate the factors. (A Kalman filter and smoother could be used, for 
inst;mce.) In the EM algorithm these two simple procedures are used in 
tandem. From an initial guess of the parameters, the factors are estimated. The 
estimates of the factors, their variances, and the observed data are combined 
using standard regression formulae to obtain new estimates of the parameters. 
The procedure is repeated until convergence. It can be shown [see Dempster, 
Laird and Rubin (1977)j that the resulting parameter estimates satisfy the 
first-order conditions for maxi,miz~tion off the likelihood function. 

A practical research strategy for specifying, estimating, and testing index 
models can now be proposed. Frequency domain methods can be used to 
determine the number of factors, as these tests are easily carried out in the 
frequency domain, and are much mc .e difficult to carry out in the time 
dumain. The time domain methods can then be used to estimate tightly 
parameterized versions of the model, and tests concerning the causes of the 
factors can be carried out. In the next two sections we apply this strategy, by 
applying time domain methods to a model analyzed by Singleton (1980b) using 
frequency domain methods. 

‘Care must be taken in introducing the same variable into the measurement and causal 
equalions. This may introduce identification problems. 



3. ic I 

The Singleton paper analyzes the relationship between monthly observations 
on four interest rate variables, yields on three-month, six-month, one-year and 
five-year U.S. government securities, and two real variables, the civilian 
unem~loym~nt rate and the red value of manufacturers* shipments. None of 
the variables are seasonally usted, and the sample period runs from July 
1959 to May 197L4 Single finds two interesting results: two common 
factors explain the interrelationships in the six variables, and only one factor is 
necessary to explain the real variables and their relationship with the interest 
rate variables. One interpretation of these results, suggested by Singleton, 1s 
that the data ewe generated by a model similar to the one proposed by Lucas 
(1973). That is, one of the factors corresponds to ‘a ipated aggregate 
demand’. This interpretation of the factors ‘can be ea tested using the 
DYMPMIC model. 

Follo6g S;ngleton we will derive a version of the Lucas model consistent 
with the results of his analysis. Let W, be the 4 x 1 vect Jr of interest rates and 
y be the 2 x 1 vector of real variables. Then the Lucas interpretation suggest.s 

R,=a(B)(n,- A,)+y(B)Fi,+&,,* (3.1) 

v,==fl(B)(n,-fi,)+cy,* (3.2) 

where n, is nominal aggregate demand and ii, is anticipated aggregate demand.’ 
The elements of the disturbance vector e; = (ek,, E;,) are mutually uncorre- 
lated, but they may be autocorrelated. These disturbances. presumably, repre- 
sent factors unique to each of the indicator variables unrelated to the business 
cycle. 

The model is given additional content by assuming a mechanism which 
generates the expectation series fi,. Suppose that it, is a minimum linear mean 
square error forecast of n, formed at time t - 1 using ap; information set kst __ , . 

This iniormation set is csmy;osed of current and la values of x. a vector of 
economic variables. That is. 

’ rNe pxposely are using these terms without first ‘Jefining them in terms of obxn able \ ariab:r*s. 
If they can be defined exactly in te of obsenahles. then thcrc 1s no need ftv latent vari.Se 
models tij assess the villidity of the el. ‘In thus drscuamn we Iemam agnobtli a> to whl:ther tb T 
latent vatiable framework is the best method for testing the model. We do nrlievr that if a latent 
variable approach is taken. the BYMlMlC model i.s useful. 
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wlrere *(B) forms the projection of n, onto&_,. Since A, is an optimal linear 
fc recast, the forecast error (n, - 8,) is uncorrelated with any linear combina- 
;:c n of variabl’es in $,_ i, In particular it is uncorrelated with ii, and lagged 
values of fi,. Under certain situations (n, - A,) may be uncorrelated with its 
own lagged values, but this need not be true in gfneral. Of course (n, - it, ) 
must be white noise if its own lagged values are in j,_ i, but informational lags 
may preclude this. Alternatively if we allow for measurement error it may be 
the case that the exact values of n, and (n, - ir !,) are never observed. Since 
(pa, - fi,) may be serially correlated we assume that it has an autoregressive 
representation 

9llWh - %I = Blf9 (3.3) 

Nhere vi, is white noise. By construction ql, is uncorrelated with linear 
combinations of variables in j,_ 1 and with lagged values of (II t - A, ). 

In the econometric specikation of the model we want to ailow for the 
possibility thai we have not included all of the relevant variables in j,_ i. In 
particular, suppose that we only incorporate information in 3, _ 1 which is a 
subset of the true information set j,_?. If we let (x,_ i, x,_~, . . .) denote the 
information in 3, _ 1 which is useful in predicting n,, then 

where q( B) forms the projection of n, onto 9, _ 1. The error term, I,, represents 
that part of n, that can be predicted from the large information set 2,- , but 
not from our smaller set Y,_ i. Since 5, cannot be predicted by 3, __ 1 it is 
uncorrelated with (x,-i, x,_~, . . . ). Furthermore, since it can be perfectly 
predicted by$_i, 5, is uncorrelated with current and future values of (n, -. ri,). 
[This follows since 5, is a linear combination of variables in j,_ i, and we 
showed above that (n, - fi,) is uncorrelated with current and lagged variables 
in >,_ i.] Finally, we note that nothing prevents 5, from being serially correlated 
or correlated with lagged values of (n, - A,). Projecting I, onto its la 
values alnd lagged values of (n, - A,) yields 

+22(~k=~2A~Mn,-l - fi,-,)+r12,, (3 9 

Ah q2, white noise. Combining (3.4) and (3.9, we have 

#22(i#)fi, = +21h-1 -4-l) +x,-J(B) +r/2,, 

with 

WQ = we22w. 

(3.6) 



Notice that qz, is uncorrelated by construction with all p;;st, present and future 
values of q,,. 

The model (3.1). (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6) is a DYMIMIC model. it can be 
transformed into an unobservable index model by expressing ?I, I in terms of 
its Weld representationt i.e., repiacing n, _ , by unobservable ‘noise’. The 

IC modal is that this substitution is unnecessary. 
t is now clear. if the two fac:tors generating the data 

n, v a,), then x,_, s ould enter the equation for the second factor 
and should not enter the equation for the first facto&‘. While many variables 
may be usefui for forecasting n,, a primary concern 0:’ many models of the 

usiness cycle has been the causal influence of the money supply. in the next 
resent test results usin values of the rate of change of the 

money supply for X, i. 

. hpirid uralysis 

The first step in the empirical analysis is the estinsation of a two-factor 
unobservable index model using the time domain method discussed in section 
2. This model is interesting in its own right and will serve as a benchmark for 
carrying out the tests described in the last section. Prior to estimating the 
model all variables were regressed on a constant term and a linear trend.6 
Seasonill dummy variables were included in the regressions for the real 
variables. The residuals from these regressions are used I;] the analysis reported 
below. ‘The model estimated WE? of the form 

(4.2) 
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and (4.4) is eq. (3.4) with x,_~ ‘solved out’, so that &, &, and Qlr are 
$unctions of cpu, &, q2, and the parameters of the process generating x,. The 
matrices e,(B) and O,(B) are diagonal, and all disturbance terms are uncorre- 
lated white noises. 

A fairly rich parameterization was chosen. Each interest rate equation 
included six lags of its own rate and current and three lagged values of each 
factor. The equations for the real variables included own lags one through six 
and eleven through thirteen. Current and three lagged values of the first factor 
were also included. The factors were assumed to be generated by AR(3) 
processes. 

This rich parameterizadon may yield a model with unidentified parameters. 
To see this, note that the model can be rewritten as 

Table 1 
Indicator equations for model 1. 

j= 1,2, 

F’ - 
F’ - 1 
F’ - 2 
F’ - 3 
FZ 
Ff - 1 
F2-2 
F2-3 
OWN- :1 
OWN-2 
OWN - 3 
OWN-4 
OWN - 5 
OWN-6 
OWN- 11 
OWN - 22 
OWN- 13 
OwNvariance 
“R FI 
SF2 
BOW 

?I TBL3 NTBLb NTBI Y NTBSY RSHP UMEM 

-0.160 - 0.148 - 0.@66 -0.016 
0.131 0.03 ‘? - 0.0516 - 0.143 
0.11j 0.154 0.241 0.177 

.- 0.013 0.010 - 0.033 0.021 
0.173 0.199 0.268 0.227 

- 0.007 0.032 -. 0.083 - 0.064 
- 0.025 -- 0.w.J -_ 0.035 - 0.024 
- 0.007 ‘- 0.012 0.046 - 0.001 

0.671 0.426 0.652 0.503 
- - 0.075 0.072 -. 0.041 -- 0.003 

0.316 0.200 0.182 0.215 
- 0.169 0.043 - 0.058 0.067 

0.061 0.008 0.064 - 0.051 
- 0.091 - 0.080 - 0.020 0.075 

- --. - - 
- 
- 

0.009 
47.71 
49.06 
3.23 

-. -. 
-_ - 
0.009 0.001 

45.28 40.97 
52.54 58.99 
2.18 0.04 

- 
- 
0.010 

24.99 
70.25 
4.76 

1.892 0.021 
- 1.315 - 0.037 

0.537 - 0.027 
0.632 - 0.002 
- _- 

I_ .“_“~ 
.-. ._“” 

0.568 0.617 
-. 0.504 0.114 

0.326 -“. 0.123 
- 0.382 0.059 

0.037 .~ 0.1% 
- 0.036 ‘- 0.114 

0.120 0.04H 
- 0.083 0.121 
- 0.114 - 0.125 
25.07 0.035 
86.95 90.35 

- - 
13.05 9.65 
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and 

j= 1,2. 

While the w( S)‘s are identified, it is quite possible that the rich parameteriza- 
tion may allow arbitrarv common factors in the numerators and denominators 
of the o(B) polynon%ls. This would cause severe problems in quadratic 
hill-climbing maxi * tisn methods as the hessian would be singular. This is 
not a proklem with the EM algorithm, which will converge to some point on 
the ridge of the likelihood function. This will also not affect the hypothesis 
tests carried out below, as the parameters of interest -- the coefficients on x,_ 1 
- are identified, and likelihood ratio tests concerning these parameters will 
have the L_ 1~1 asymptotic distribution. Common ftactors in e,,(B), wl,( B), and 
a*,( B) or 8, ( B) and 03,( B) do not cause identification problems a:; eR and ey, 
are white n&se. For efficiency reasons, of course, one would want to’ imposd 
the cornmgn factor restriction if it is valid. 

The results for the :?.~dicator equations are reporte,d in table 1, and the results 
for the causal equations are reported in the first column of table 2. The last 
three rows in table 1 present the percentage of the variance of each of the 
independent variables explained by the various disturbances. So for instance, 

Table 2 

Causal equations. 

Model 1 Model 2 C-_.-F,~7_. -_, F? __ 

1.215 0.62f; 
0.263 1 .OlO 
I).500 0,3lQ 

0.71 
0.051 
0.074 

3 579 
17.323 
7.690 

14.556 
23.026 
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:+8% of the variance in three-month bill rates is explained by the innovation in 
the first factor, 49% by the second factor, and only 3% by its ‘unique’ or own 
disturbance. The small size of the uniquenesses suggests that the two-factor 
model fits the data quite well. 

As a check on the specification of the model the one-step-ahead forecast 
errors were calculated using the Kalman filter. For a correctly specified model 
these errors (normalized by their theoretical standard deviations) should have 
zero mean and be serially uncorrelated. No serial correlation was apparent and 
the forecast error means ranged from -0.040 to 0.040. The innovations 
showed no evidence of misspeci&ation 

The complicated dynamics and the identification problem mentioned above 
make the parameter estimates dacult to interpret. The dynamic behavior of 
the model is compactly characterized by the impulse response functions shown 
in figs. 1-6. These trace out the changes in the independent variables induced 
by a one-standard-deviation shock to the factors and own disturbance terms. A 
positive one-standard-deviation shock to the first factor causes an instanta- 

.-. . c ; 

/ - ,\ 
_‘. . / \ 

/ \ 

____ Factor 1 shock 

. . . . Factor 2 shock 

- . - . WN shock 

\ 
Per_rl,cage Points \ \ 

I \ 
J s ! \ 

_+__- - _.~~___. + 

12.OC.l 24.00 

Months 

--_+-__----_______ __.. -__j 

36.00 4H.00 

Fig. 1. Response of three-month bill rate. 
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- _ _ _ Factor 1 shock 

. . . . Factor 2 shock 

- . - . tW4 shock 

.i I, 1 

_ _ ..__ .._. ____.._ ..~ 

Fig. 2. Response of six-month bill rate. 

neous decline in interest rates followed by a sharp increase, and finally a 
gradual return to trend. The pattern of the responses for all interest rates are 
very similar. The response is attenuated as the maturity increases. Three-month 
rates, for example, fall 16 basis points, then sharply rise to 15 basis points 
above trend after one year, and return tq their Irend level after three years. 
Five-year rates, on the other hand, fall only 2 basis points, rise and peak at 8 
basis paints above trend after sixteen months, and are still 2 basis points above 
trend after three years. Real activity increases in response to the shock, peaking 
after two quarters (the unemployment rate falls by 0.26 percentage points) and 
returning to trend after three years. 

A positive one standard deviation shock to the second factor leads to an 
instantaneous increase of about 25 basis points in all irltercst rates. Rates then 
return smoothly LO their trend values. ates of shorter maturities return more 

lse response functions are at odd< with a slight 
expectations model of the term structure. Suppose, 
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0.28 
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___- Factor 1 shock 

I . . . Factor 2 shock 
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/ \ 
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\ 
\ 

\ 
! \ 

\ 
\ 

! -.. 
\ 
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3.02 f . 
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’ . . 
‘,, 

t ! 
- - - -. . 

y- - _ 
i 

,I 

/ I 
ii 

; \ I 

-r,.;7 
; ,I 

cm 12;m 24.oc 36.00 -----%.f10 

Months 

Pig. 3. Response of one-year bond rate. 

for example, &at 

where 

Rj being the yield on a j-per&d security and e,i being the yield specific, unique 
disturbance. It is then possible to deduce the impulse response of an m-period 
security from that of a one-period s xurity. The response of the m-period 
security yield at time t is simply tk average of the responses of the one- 
periodykldfr~timettot+m - 1. The responses of six-month, one-year, 
and five-year yields should then be (forward) smoothed versions of the 
response of three-month yields, where the amount of smoothing increases with 
maturity. So for example, the response of the six-month rate, a:, can be 
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0.23 T 
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Fig. 4. Response of five-year bond rate. 

calculated from the response of the three-month rate, a,‘. as 

Similarly, 

af2=$(aj*aj+,t aj+6+a:+9), etc. (4.5) 

The impulse responses estimated by model 1 are larger and more persistent 
than suggested by this term structure model. An example of this is shown in 
fig. 7 where we compare the responses of one-year yields estimated from model 
1 with a set of responses constructed from (4.5). While we have no!: carried out 
a formal statistical test our estimates are consistent with the Jolatility tests 
presented in Shiller (1979) and Singleton (1980a). 

The next step of the empiricall analysis involves testing the interpretation of 
the factors. As discussed in the last section the ‘anticipated and unanticipated 
aggregate demand’ interpretation can be tested by including lagged values of 
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5.01 1 

1. r( 

I 
II 
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Fig. 5. Response of manufacturers’ shipments. 

the money supply in the equations for the factors. The change in the logarithm 
of seasonally unadjusted MI was used in the analysis. The data were first 
regressed on a constant, linear trend, and seasonal dummy variables, The 
residuals from these regressions were in the analysis below. The second 
through fourth columns of table 2 report the results for the causal equations. 
(The results for the indicator equations are not reported. In all models 
discussed they are very similar.) In the second column we present results using 
lags C-4, and 12 of the money sup~ply to explain the second factor only. The 
likelihood ratio statistic of 3.94 indkcates that we cannot reject the hypothesis 
that the rate of change of MI does not cause the second factor. In model 3 the 
same &s or money are included in tk equations for the first and the second 
factor. The likelihood ratio statistic of model 3 vs. model 2 is 19.08, far above 
the critical value for a xz random variable [xi (0.99) = 15.11. For completeness, 
model 4 includes lags of money oxrly in the equation for the first factor. 
Comparing modeis 3 and 4 it can be seen that the point estimates are 
reasonabiJr c~lose and the value of the log likelihood function falls only slightly. 
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O.iQ 7 ( 
! I 
! 1 

Fig. 6. Response of civilian unemployment rate. 

These results are exactly opposite the predictions of the model presented in 
the last section. Lagged rates of growth of the money supply cause factor 1 
(and hence output) and do not cause factor 2. The hypothesis that the first 

factor corresponds to an ‘unanticipated’ va!5able (if ‘anticipations’ are ra- 
tional) is strongly rejected. 

One possible explanation for part of thesc: findings is that we have erro- 
neously includ,ed too much information in the information set. Money supply 
figures are revised for a‘ few months after their initial publication. These 
revisions reflect information gathered by the Federal Recerve from non-mem- 
ber banks. The data that we used included these revisions, which could only be 
observed after a few months delay. To ;:uard against this, we decided to err ca 
the side of omission. Models 2-4 were re-estimated using lags 4-7 and 12 of 
the rate of change of MZ. The results of the hypothesis tests were unchanged.’ 

7The values of th e log likelihood were 
Model 2: L = 616.96, Model 3: L = 623.49, Model 4: L = 620.%. 
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Fig. 7. Responses of one-year rates. 

The results of the last section indicate that practical time domain methods 
exist for estimating fairly large, richly parameterized models with unobserved 
factors. The method proposed has the advantage over previous methods in that 
causes of the unobserved factors can be directly incorporated in the model. 
These causes may be extremely useful in interpreting the factors. 

One interpretation of the two factors often found in macroeconomic index 
models is that they represent anticipated and unanticipated aggregate demand. 
We have shown that rational ‘anticipations’ impose restrictions on the processes 
genera&g the factors that are easily tested. These restrictions are strongly 
rejected using a data set consisting of four nominal interest rate variables and 
two real variables. 
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